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We show how to find a sequence of policies for essentially finite-state dynamic 
programs such that the corresponding vector of optimal returns converges 
pointwise to that of a denumerable-state dynamic program. The corresponding 
result for stochastic games is also given. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let H, have domain and range V, indexed by the states, and1 
Av = sup{H,v : 8 E A}. 
The policy space d is the Cartesian product of decision sets, one set for each 
state. We assume that Ha is a monotonic uniform contraction, i.e., with the 
metric d, 
U>V implies H,u > H,v 
d(Heu, Hew) < cd@, v), C<l 
for all 6. Then A is a contraction (e.g., see Denardo [l]). (Our results can be 
extended to the case where Ha is a monotonic, N-stage contraction, as defined 
in [l], but the notation becomes more involved.) We also assume that for any 
fixed v each coordinate of H6 is continuous in a topology for which the 
corresponding coordinate of d is compact. Then, as shown for example in [I], 
the solution of many dynamic programs can be reduced to finding the unique 
bounded fixed point of A, say v* (the optimal return vector), and an associated 
maximizer, say S*. However, the dimension of V is the cardinality of the 
state space. When it is infinite, it may not be possible to specify a finite 
algorithm that finds even an approximately optimal policy. Sometimes an 
indirect approach works. 
r All suprema in this paper are taken pointwise unless otherwise indicated, 
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We consider the case where V is the L,-space of denumerable sequences. 
To obtain a sequence of “finite-state” approximations, define 
A,v = sup(H,,v : 6 E A}, 
where we omit brackets in expressions like [Hs,v] (i) for easier reading. 
This setup is essentially equivalent to an n-state problem, obtained by 
“cutting off the tail” of the original problem. Because the contraction condi- 
tion holds in particular for vectors of the form v, , the operator A, has a 
unique bounded fixed point, say v *n (the optimal return vector for the n-state 
program), and an associated maximizer 6*n, that can be found by schemes 
given in [l]. If each coordinate of d has finite cardinality, ven can be found 
in a finite number of steps. 
Let v6* and v6 respectively denote the fixed points of H,, and H8 . By 
results in [I], 
v*” = sup{v*” : 6 E A}, 
v* = sup{vS : 6 E A}. 
We do not find a sequence that converges uniformly to v*, but we do 
find one that converges pointwise, namely (v*“). The proof is given in the 
next section. We require that each Ha be affine (cf. Sec. IV). 
Lemmas 1 and 2 are of independent interest. An alternative proof not 
depending on them is indicated at the end of Sec. II. 
II. THE RESULT 
We assume that each HB has the form 
f&v(i) = ~~(4 + f n&j) v(j). 
j=l 
By the contraction condition, 
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LEMMA 1. Replacing am by 
r6(i) + m [ 1 - $ qe(i,.I?] 
j=l 
for all i and 6 changes v”(i) to v”(i) + m for all i and 8. 
Proof. Trivial. 11 
The bracketed term is at least 1 - c. Choosing m appropriately, it follows 
that without loss of generality we may assume that y8 > 0 for all 8. Taking 
ra > 0, one easily verifies 
LEMMA 2. (van) converges pointwise monotonically. 
Proof. H&v 3 H&,-1, for any v 3 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., and H&,v + van as 
i+co. I/ 
Using the fact that contraction mappings have unique fixed points, we are 
now ready to prove 
LEMMA 3. van + uB implies u6 = vs. 
Proof. It suffices to show that H& = ~8. Note that H&“(i) = v”“(i) for 
i < n. Thus, to complete the proof, we show that Havan -+ H,@ pointwise. 
Splitting the sum into two terms, we have 
I H@Yi) - fWYi)l < f q&i j) I vYj> - us(j)1 d %n + y f qd(i, j), 
j=l j=k+l 
where ek,, ---t 0 as n -+ co for each K (because van -+ u8 pointwise) and 
X 
y=1-c n 
- > sup I/ v*n - 116 II . 
Taking the limit as n + 03, we get 
Y j=f+l Qb(i~~) 
on the right side. As K is arbitrary and the sum is finite (< l), the limit is 0. 11 
Observe that vsn + v6 pointwise implies that 
s;p II van(i) - v”(i)11 ---z 0 
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by the continuity-compactness condition imposed earlier on policies. This 
implies that 
s;p r+(i) - sup v”@) --f 0 
s 
by a simple contradiction argument (not depending on the definitions). As i 
is arbitrary, we have proved the 
THEOREM. v*n -+ vn pointwise. 
Note that changing the rewards as in Lemma 1 changes v*(i) to v*(i) + m. 
Using the explicit representation v8” = lim,,, Z&v, we have 
v”“(i) = C h&j) r&i), 
say. By an argument similar to that used in proving the theorem, changing the 
rewards as in Lemma 1 changes v*“(i) to v*“(i) + m + o(l), which converges 
to v*(i) + m by the theorem. Therefore the original (v*%> converges point- 
wise to v* and so modifying the rewards is not necessary in practice. 
In fact, Lemmas 1 and 2 can be bypassed by appealing to a standard selec- 
tion theorem (Feller [2, lemma on p. 2611) to show that (van) has a pointwise 
convergent subsequence. By Lemma 3 the limit of each convergent subse- 
quence, and hence of the entire sequence, is v6. 
III. DISCUSSION 
Some restriction akin to the affine transformation condition must be impo- 
sed to insure the validity of our finite-state approximation scheme, as an 
example in Sec. IV shows. However, a large class of problems is included: 
for example, in Markov renewal programs (e.g., see [l]) H8 is an affine trans- 
formation. For stochastic games (Sec. V) the situation is not essentially 
different. 
In calculating the sequence of fixed points for the finite-state approxima- 
tions, one would ordinarily use v*” as a starting vector in computing v*(~+~). 
In general, (Vet) does not converge uniformly and so, using finite-state 
approximations, usually we cannot hope a priori to determine a policy that is 
uniformly good for all starting states; but this is generally not needed in 
applications. Thus, for any given finite set of starting states, say with j the 
largest label among its members, and any E > 0, there is an n(j) such that 
1 v*n(j)(i) - v*(i)/ < E, i = 1, 2 ,..., j. In practice, selecting the truncation 
point n(j) must generally be done heuristically. 
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Some undiscounted and average cost problems are not covered by the 
rubric of this paper. For some of these the finite-state approximation scheme 
fails completely. The writer feels that problems for which finite-state appro- 
ximations fail arise only as academic pathological examples because, loosely 
speaking, the transition from finite to infinite should be smooth in the real 
world. If an equivalent discounted problem exists (Ross [4]), all is well. 
Suppose the state space is A x B, where A is finite (possibly a singleton) 
and B is Rk or, say, its nonnegative orthant. Then essentially the same proof 
shows that an analogous sequence of optimal policies for programs obtained 
by truncating B to successively larger finite hypercubes converges pointwise 
to an optimal policy for the original program in the sense that the correspond- 
ing returns converge. In this case the approximating programs have uncount- 
able state spaces but may be more tractable than the original program; see 
Fox [3]. 
If the state space is 5’ x T, where a “time” or stage is associated with the 
elements of T, the result may be interpreted as a “turnpike” theorem for 
large time horizons. That is, until the horizon is approached it is nearly 
optimal to use an optimal infinite horizon policy. In certain cases such as 
discrete-time Markov programs (Shapiro [5]), more precision is possible. 
IV. EXAMPLES 
We give an example by E. Porteus that shows that our finite-state approxi- 
mation scheme can fail when Ha is not affine. Let 
H&i) = 3 + Q inf v(j). 
i 
Then v*“(i) = 4 for i < n and n = I,2 ,..., but o*(i) = 1. 
B. Miller pointed out an example showing that failure can occur without 
the continuity-compactness condition. For policy aj , j = 1, 2,..., let 
H&i) = - 3 + 4 v(i + j). 
Then w*“(z) = - &, but v*(z) = - 1. In this example we can skip directly 
to arbitrarily large states. The continuity-compactness condition prevents 
this behavior; more precisely it insures that 
m 
sup c 4&j) -+ 0 8 j=Tl+1 
for each i. 
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V. STOCHASTIC GAMES 
Let 6 E A and y E r be generic policies for players 1 and 2, respectively. 
For fixed policies, the expected payoff to player 1 or loss to player 2, as a 
function of the starting state, is the fixed point of 
B fivv = rsv + CP& 
where rs,, is player l’s one-step expected gain and Ps, stochastically selects 
the next game to be played. B,, is affine, monotone, and (by assumption) 
a uniform contraction in policies. Define 
H,v = inf(B,,v : y E r} 
Av = sup{H6~ : S E A}. 
We use a finite-state approximation scheme that mimics the one given 
earlier for dynamic programs. One first shows pointwise convergence for 
fixed 6~ as in Lemma 3. The remainder of the proof goes through with 
minor modifications. 
Thus, we have sharpened our theorem: 
If H,v has the foregoing form, (v*“> converges pointwise to v*. 
In particular, for stochastic games, Vet and v* are the values of the games 
which correspond respectively to the n-state approximation and to the original 
problem. 
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